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A PTAS for the Makespan ProblemThe Class SNPDe�nition 1 A problem A is said to be Strongly NP � hard or SNP-hard if every problemin NP an be redued to A in polynomial time, suh that the numbers (values spei�ed in theproblem instane) are expressed in unary form in the redued problem.This de�nition implies that an SNP-hard problem annot have a psuedo-polynomial timealgorithm, unless P = NP . Most known NP � hard problems are SNP-hard, ex. Set-Cover, TSP. The Knapsak problem is an example of a non SNP-hard problem, and wesaw a psuedo-poly time algorithm for it in Leture 5. The set of problems with no psuedo-poly time algorithm is a proper subset of the the lass SNP . It may be shown, under ertainweak restritions (and the assumption P 6= NP ), that a problem whih admits an FPTAS alsoadmits a psuedo-poly time algorithm. This in turn implies that SNP-hard problems do notadmit an FPTAS.Theorem 1 The minimum Makespan problem is SNP-hard. Hene, it does not admit anFPTAS, unless P = NP .In this leture, we show the following result.Theorem 2 There exists a (1+�) approximation algorithm for minimumMakespan with timeomplexity O(n2=�2).Note that this is polynomial time only for a onstant � and hene, does not satisfy the onditionsfor a FPTAS.1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in 1



2 A PTAS FOR THE MAKESPAN PROBLEMDe�nition 2 A deision proedure is an algorithm whih takes as input an instane of a min-imisation (maximisation) problem I and a target value T and returns either Yes if there existsa solution of value < T (> T ) or No if no suh solution exists.Theorem 3 If there exists a polynomial time deision proedure for Makespan, then thereexists a poly-time approximation algorithm for Makespan.Sketh of Proof The optimal value of Makespan (C�) satis�es 0 < C� < Pi pi � npmax,where pi s are the proessing times, n is the number of jobs, and Pmax is the max proessingtime. Sine the optimal solution is braketed in the above interval, perform a searh for thesolution using the deision proedure. The searh takes at most log2 npmax (log in the size ofthe interval, if the searh is binary)and sine eah step is poly-time, this gives us the requiredpoly-time algorithm. Note that here we are assuming a deision proedure whih returns theatual solution, in addition to the Yes/ No answers.From the non-approximability result of Theorem. 1 we know that suh a deision proedure(one that leads to a fully polynomial time algortithm) annot exist. However, we next show adeision proedure on a sublass of the Makespan problems and use it to obtain the PTAS.A Restrited Makespan ProblemDe�nition 3 Let Makespan(S) denote an instane of the Makespan problem, with the pro-essing times restrited to be from a �nite number of possible values. pi 2 fz1; z2; : : : ; zsg; 8i.The problem is then spei�ed by speifying a list of values for proessing times, and for eahvalue, the number of jobs having that proessing time. The inputs to the deision proedureare1. The target value T ,2. An ordered set of values of the proessing time Z = fz1; z2; : : : ; zsg,3. The number of jobs orresponding to eah proessing time N = fn1; n2; : : : ; nsg and4. The number of mahines m.Theorem 4 Makespan(S) has time omplexity O(n2s), where n = maxi ni.



Relaxed Deision Proedures 3A Dynami Programming Approah to Makespan(S)Consider the problem of sheduling jobs with proessing times 2 Z on a single mahine. Thereare xi jobs of size zi, for eah i, and the total load should not exeed T . i.e. Find vi's satisfyingPi vizi � Tvi � xi 8iLet V (x1; x2; : : : ; xs) denote the feasible solution spae for this problem:V (x1; x2; : : : ; xs) = ((v1; v2; : : : ; vs) j Xi vizi � T; vi � xi) :The size of this set is O(ns) and for a onstant s, a brute fore searh of V to �nd the bestshedule for a single mahine (i.e. one with maximum load < T ) is still poly-time. For thegeneral problem with multiple mahines, let M(x1; x2; : : : ; xs) denote the minimum number ofmahines required to shedule xi jobs of size zi, suh that the load on eah mahine is atmostT . Note that the solution to Makespan(S) is just minM(n1;n2;:::;ns)�mT .To frame a dynami programming problem, see that the solution to the single mahine probleman be used to solve the multi mahine problem by �xing the best solution (v1; v2; : : : ; vs) 2 Vfor one mahine and reursively �nding the best solution for the remaining jobs on the remainingmahines. M(x1; x2; : : : ; xs) = 1 +minMM(x1 � v1; : : : ; xs � vs):The table for M(n1; n2; : : : ; ns) is of size ns and the omputation of eah entry requires enu-merating V (x1; x2; : : : ; xs) whih is again O(ns). Hene the dynami program and the deisionproess has omplexity O(n2s) whih is polynomial if s is a onstant (note that this is where therestrition omes into play). A binary searh using this deision proedure yields an algorithmfor Makespan(S). Call this algorithm DynMakespan S.Relaxed Deision ProeduresDe�nition 4 A �-relaxed deision proedure where � > 1 takes as input a problem P and atarget value T and returns:1. No, if there exists no solution to P of value less than T .2. Yes, if there exists a solution C � �T .
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Figure 1: Output of a �-relaxed deision proedure for Makespan(S)Note that if the optimal solution is C� and for a T 2 [C�=�;C�), the relaxed deision proeduremay return a No, even though there exists a solution � �T . This is illustrated in Figure. 1Theorem 5 A � relaxed deision proedure for Makespan(S) yields a �-approximation algo-rithm.Use the deision proedure in a binary searh in the (bounded) interval. The minimum T beyondwhih the �-relaxed deision proedure returns a No is arbitrarily lose to a � approximation,but number of steps in the searh will depend on the auray desired. We next show that arelaxed deision proedure exists for Makespan, thereby establishing Theorem. 2Theorem 6 There exists a (1 + �)-relaxed deision proedure for Makespan(S) of time om-plexity O(n2=�2).The PTAS for MakespanWe solve the (1+�)-relaxed deision proedure forMakespan by �rst solving it for the restritedlass of problems, and then showing how the general problem an be solved using the solutionto the restrited problem.Theorem 7 For Makespan(S)problems with p � �T; 8j, then there exists an O(n2=�2) time(1 + �)-relaxed deision proedure for target value T .



The PTAS for Makespan 5Start by rounding down eah pi to an integral multiple of �2T - one of f�2T; 2�2T; : : : ; Tg. Callthese rounded values p0j and the modi�ed problem P 0 (the original problem is P ). Observe thatminjpj � �T > �2T andmaxjpj � Tgiving the number of distint p0js as less than T�2T = 1�2 .The modi�ed problem P 0 an be solved using the dynami programming proedureDynMakespan S, sine the proessing times are from a �nite set of values. The number ofjob sizes (s) is now 1=�2 giving a running time of O(n2=�2). The pi s also satisfy the properties1. The rounding error (pi � p0i) is atmost �2T for all i.2. Any feasible shedule assigns no more than 1=� jobs on eah mahine (sine eah job isatleast �T ).Consider DynMakespan S run on the modi�ed problem P 0 outlined above. If it returns No fora partiular T , then there is no feasible solution for the \smaller" problem P 0, and hene, thereis no feasible solution for the original problem P as well.If DynMakespan S returns a Yes (and a feasible solution) for P 0. The length of the shedule(the Makespan) is T , say. Then, the same shedule gives a Makespan of (1 + �)T for theoriginal problem P . This follows from the properties above, with eah job taking atmost �2Textra time and atmost 1=� suh jobs on any mahine.Now, to handle suh jobs in P whih have a pi < �T . Add them greedily to mahines whoseload, as returned by DynMakespan S, is < T . As noted before, this gives a (1 + �) solution or,if suh an alloation is not possible, then all the mahines have load > T and the Makespanof P is greater than T and the No returned is justi�ed.Algorithm 1 Makespan RDPInput : A set of jobs I spei�ed as the numbers fn1; n2; : : : ; nsg of jobs with orrespondingproessing times fz1; z2; : : : ; zsg, the number of mahines m and a target T . A onstant �Output : A shedule whose Makespanis within (1 + �) of the optima or a No indiating nofeasible shedule with Makespan� T1: form the set I 00 = fjobs of size � �Tg.2: form I 0 = I � I 03: round eah job size zi to the nearest value in f�2T; 2�2T; : : : ; Tg whih is less than zi. allthe rounded values z0i.4: run DynMakespan S on I 0 and parameter T



6 A PTAS FOR THE MAKESPAN PROBLEM5: if DynMakespan S returns No then6: return No7: else8: for eah job j 2 I 00 do9: if 9 mahine i with load � T then10: add j to i's shedule11: else12: return No13: end if14: end for15: return Yes and shedule16: end if


